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Despite the fact that there is no evidence to
support such claims, talk radio hosts Michael Savage and Neal Boortz, radio and Fox TV
personality Glenn Beck, and columnist Michelle Malkin are spreading them faster than the
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contagion.

Jamie Lee Curtis

"Illegal aliens are bringing in a deadly new flue strain. Make no mistake about it," blares Michael
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Savage.
"I've blogged for years about the spread of contagious diseases from around the world into the US

Sen. Chris Dodd

as a result of uncontrolled immigration," writes Michelle Malkin.
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"What happens if there's a rash of deaths in Mexico... and if you're a family in Mexico and people

Sen. Robert Byrd

are dying and Americans are not, why wouldn't you flood this border?" announces Glenn Beck.

Our Obligation to Investigate

These loud mouths are also trying to convince their audiences that Islamic terrorists have
somehow been able to do what has eluded scientists elsewhere in the world — concoct a deadly new

Madeleine Albright

flu virus — and then introduce it into the Mexican population.

One Hundred Days

"What better way to sneak a virus into this country than to give it to Mexicans....then spread a
rumor there there are construction jobs here, and there they come," blathers Boortz.

Bill Maher
New Rule: Statutory Tape

Savage — "make no mistake about it" — believes that radical Islamic countries planted the virus in
Mexico knowing that humans make the "perfect mules for bringing the strain into America."

Elizabeth Banks

OK, you ignoramuses: what you're saying is idiotic and racist on so many levels, it has to be called

17 Again, Taken Way Too Seriously

out.
#1. Why would we believe that Islamic countries or terrorist groups would have virologists capable
of creating a new bio-terrorist flu? Didn't we fall for the Weapons of Mass Destruction line already,
and start a war over it?
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#2. If terror groups were capable of planting it among Mexicans — why wouldn't they be just as

Colbert Study:
Conservatives Don't
Know He's Joking
Last week, Stephen
Colbert revisited a
segment he had done on
Florida...

capable as planting it among Americans? If they couldn't get into the country, they'd just need to
get a few of their own infected people to hang out in a foreign airport with flights going to the US.
#3. Since most of the Mexicans who are sick are in Mexico City, hundreds of miles from the US
border, how exactly would they just pick up and "rush it?"
Furthermore, the first American cases of swine flu have turned up in New York City students who
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Jennifer Aniston and
Jason Bateman spent
Monday making out in
New York City -...

recently returned from a trip to Cancun, Mexico — they brought it with them. They're the human
mules! American tourists returning from Mexico are at this point virtually all the other culprits
spreading the new flu!
The fact that this new flu is just an excuse to spread racism becomes even more disgustingly
apparent when Michael Savage blares to his audience that he will protect himself by having "no
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NEW YORK — Fox
became the first broadcast
network to turn down a
request by President
Barack...

contact anywhere with illegal aliens and that starts with the restaurants." He calls people who dine
out "morons who eat in restaurants with illegals all over the kitchen."
You could substitute the word "vermin" for "illegals" and he sounds frighteningly reminiscent of
the Nazis talking about the Jews.

Bonnie Fuller HateMongering Conservative
Commentators Using
Swine Flu to Promote
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Responsible members...

It's time for Republican National Committee chairman, Michael Steele, to speak out against this
virulent strain of looniness. Immigrants aren't responsible for infecting Americans with swine flu
— but racist commentators like these are spreading a far more destructive disease: hate!
For more on Racist Commentators follow Bonnie Fuller at twitter.com/bonniefuller.
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Maybe we should send Michelle Malkin back to her micro-organic world so that does not infect the rest
of us with her ignorance.
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You know, these very opinionated commentators have done a wonderful thing for us. It may be the
only thing for which we may be thankful, but we should express it to them the next time one of us has
opportunity.
Their opinions, and their expression of those opinions, remind we who are Liberals WHY we are
Liberals.
So make sure to send them a Thank You card or shake their hands next time you see one of them.
And thank them from the bottom of your heart for helping us to stand by our convictions.
Thank you, Michelle Malkin. Thank you Rush Limbaugh. Thank all of you for helping me to be a better
Liberal :)
www.bottomlinesecrets.com
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if you ask me - beck has a point. the mexican border is way too lax. and to be worried about
that is reasonable. do i need to point out the drug cartels in the mix? no wonder mexico has
lowered it's price for crude oil...they're on thin ice.
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The problem does not appear to be Mexicans (legal or otherwise) infecting innocent Americans. At
least according to to one report, the problem is an American corporation relocating a plant to Mexico-courtesy of NAFTA--and creating the conditions that facilitated the development of the current outbreak
of swine flu.
You can read more:
http://www.abolitionistapproach.com/?p=586
Gary L. Francione
Rutgers University
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My, my, MY.
Ms. Fuller has appointed and annointed herself the decider of hate? How did she get that job or was
she born with such a talent?
If criticizing people, ideas, and things is hate, than Ms. Fuller's criticisms of conservatives is.......?
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"criticizing people, ideas, and things" isn't hate. It called freedom of speech, just like Ms.
Fuller's criticism of conservatives.
Blaming a group of people for something they didn't do (or that you have no real proof that
they did) is called hate.
I hope that clears it up for you.
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Michelle, it is often the case when one minority denigrates another, that self hatred is involved.
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Not being a conspiracy "nut" per se, but if I had to "go there" my prevailing theory is that this outbreak
was brought about by the drug lords (who have both the money and the motive) to blackmail their
government to "back off" via the use of "commercial" bioterrorist suppliers around the world. This
outbreak was their "shot across the bow" to the Mexican government
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Ironic historical tidbit: Needing proof that the Jews really were behind it, some Inquisitors in Germany
arrested and tortured a few Jewish community leaders until they signed a confession attesting to their
heinous deeds--well, a signed confession extracted under torture...that was enough proof to justify the
first major pogrom of Jews in Europe--cuz, y'know, torture IS a reliable means to extract information
from unwilling suspects.
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So, the terrorists have plotted to plant a killer disease amongst the Mexicans to spread it to the good
people of America...
OK folks, I normally read a few of these comments and snicker and then go do something productive,
but I have just created an account and will use my new commentator status to provide relevant
historical perspective when needed. I really am a professor by the way, of medieval history, so here is
fascinating historical parallel number one:
In the 14th-century the Bubonic Plague was ravaging Europe--it killed about a third of the population in
a year and a half. Having no understanding of why this was happening, freaked out Christians
convinced themselves that the Jews had plotted to plant the killer disease (made from crushed basilisk
horn!) amongst lepers in Spain who then brought it north and poisoned the wells of good European
Christians (sound familiar?). Now, the curious thing is that this conspiracy theory only emerged after a
death toll in the thousands had driven people deep into their paranoid fear--how is it that today in our
much more advanced society that it only takes a few sick people returning from vacation and we
instantly jump to the edge of lunacy? Even medieval people waited a while before going to this
extreme.
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Three words: Right-wing media.
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American culture is totally dysfunctional when it comes to the race issue.
The reality is poor people are more likely to be in dirty conditions around pigs in Mexico. The virus
seems to be the most deadly near the source. Moreover, since Mexico's health system sucks, these
same poor people are likely to cross the border for the superior, free medical care in the U.S. Indeed,
one of the first Mexican swine flu deaths was a women who went from clinic to clinic for eight days in
Mexico, receiving misdiagnosis and inadequate treatment. The woman died.
I guess that makes me "elitist" or a "class warfare" person since I singled out indigent people..LOL
Not everything is about race or nationality, people! (By the way, some of the Mexicans living in my
neighborhood are of European decent.)
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Really? There is plenty of people who work in pig farms in the U.S. And actually the Mexican
health system has done a rather good job of getting the word out.
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The fact that a brand new disease is misdiagnosed in the first known patient is hardly an
inditement of the Mexican medical system. It is believed that AIDS was around for years,
even in the US, before it was accurately diagnosed.
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Sure they are. And the other reality is that rich Americans will continue to go to impoverished
countries and party and then bring all the illness back home.
Explain to me how, if they're already sick and dying in Mexico, how they're able to make the
trek across the desert. Have you ever been to the desert down here? Ever tried to hike during
the heat of the day?
Not only do I think your idiocy makes you look "elitist" but I also think it makes you look like
an uninformed m0ron.
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Michelle Malkin IS Clayton Bigsby. What does she see when she looks in the mirror?
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Any one who believes that illegal immigration is not a contributor to swine flu spread along
with other infectious diseases is just plain ignorant. The argument that tourists not illegal
immigrants bring these diseases in is unintelligent at best. Miss Fuller, as a journalist
yourself, you should be ashamed of yourself for calling people racists who can see the reality of the
current situation. I agree that it was not middle easterners who planted the virus in Mexico but that is
where the virus originated. So if a disease started in Mexico and millions of unchecked illegal
immigrants from Mexico are in this country than it is pretty safe to assume that the virus is going to be
brought into this country by some of those immigrants!
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This must be satire, you cannot possibly be that ridiculous
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Calling everybody who does not agree with you racist, is ridiculous.
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No blanket statement here; Sean Hoffman did not single out illegal aliens but
included them in the border traffic and how you can attempt to refute this is what is
ridiculous.
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"The argument that tourists not illegal immigrants bring these diseases in is unintelligent at
best."
Are you a complete imbecil? It's a FACT that tourist have brought back this disease. They are
in the hospitals with it...a FACT. It can be proven. There is no proof to support illegal
immigrants bringing it in. If there is, show us....
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lol nice try alsm9 but these people are immune to facts.
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How about ANYONE crossing the border MAY have contributed to the transfer of
the disease. the only death we have had in this country, so far was a Mexican boy
visiting Texas (according to the press, I was not there). Is that passive enough for
you?
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Yes of course you're right. This would also explain the spread of the disease to
Europe where countries have a much more generous social safety net. Many
Mexicans are now opting to swim the Atlantic and cross into Europe illegally
because of the lure of this decadent socialist lifestyle. Trust me I'm Mexican and I never miss
a meeting.
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Hahahah That's great.
http://www.thehamandlegsshow.com
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you are whats known as a low information person. How do you know that the strain
originated in Mexico. Please state one credible source that supports your claim.
Even if it turns out the strain originated in Mexico that still wouldnt prove that
Mexico is the problem. It could be possible that a non-Mexican, already having the virus
visited Mexico and spread it through contact. That person could have later died or vanished
without the authorities knowing about it. The point is we dont know yet, it is shameful and
irresponsible to float out fear when we simply dont know yet. Its also possible, that the govt
does know, and they are not releasing all the details--in order not to cause panic--We should
just practice safe precaution and not fly off the handle with accusatory remarks.
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--We should just practice safe precaution-- yes we should instead of
wondering why it happened and how it could have happened etc. which is
exactly what fox is doing, their not helping the case.
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We don't know if it started in Mexico after all the Spanish Influenza did not originate
in Spain, yet most folks call it that. At least no one is calling it the Mexican Flu but
our concern should be with treating the illness and worry about it's origin after this
passes. What nation took the heat when the Swine flu was prevalent in the 1970s?
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You are a racist and you are agreeing with REPUBLICANS. Crawl back under your rock.
Open borders and accepting all people is the only humane thing to do.
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Fine if that is how you think then by all means make sure that the unpaid medical
bills for all of the illegal immigrants is mailed directly to your home.
Open Borders are you serious!
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I've seen similar comments. a LOT of them. Disgusting. Point in fact, the US/Mexican border
is the busiest border in the US. (far busier than the Canadian border) Thousands of people
cross the border LEGALLY, let me say that again...LEGALLY every day. People taking a daytrip, people going to work, American tourists, etc, etc. Any one of them could come in contact with
something.
Or are they these looney conservative commentators actually trying to imply that the virus is "selective"
and can tell a TOURIST from an ILLEGAL????
What a useless lot these people are. They are simply pandering to the sort of folks that would wear
their white sheets if it were more socially "accepted".
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Perhaps, restrictions on travel in both directions is prudent. i.e. US/Mexico
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Don't forget all the Americans who are forced to cross the border on a daily basis for their
medical, dental, and optical needs that aren't being met in this country.
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There is no society that can indefinitely allow a relentless flood of illegal aliens to contravene
its laws, violate its sovereign borders, overwhelm its infrastructures and social systems,
degrade employment opportunities for its own people, while the massiveness of the illegal
invasion constantly degrades America's way of life, culture and language. ; Why then is that being
allow to happen here in America?
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If you want us all to dog-pile on the ten jobs left in America and hoard them, we're
in for one hell of a depression. If we had a sane trade policy and raised import
tariffs, we would be BEGGING immigrants to come into our country. That's what
started this nation, IMMIGRANTS. Your forefathers were immigrants, my forefathers were
immigrants. We live in a big world, buddy. Pretending Americans are somehow fundamentally
different than Mexicans or Canadians or Laotians is absurd and racist. Besides, you
conservatives are one big joke; one minute you talk about free markets and the next you talk
about building a new Berlin Wall across our southern border (funny you never hear much
about walling out the Canadians, but then again they're white). Pick a position, buddy! And
one more thing: America does not have an official language. Don't be ignorant.
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First off I"m not your buddy. This has nothing to do with race. I could care
less what color or nationality illegal aliens are, at this point in history
America need to worry about America..Why don"t you get that Einstein?
I'm not worried about the rest of the world I'm worried about America first the world
second. Becuase I'm worried about Ameria and Americans I'm racist ? Just how
stupid are you ?
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just like it happened to the natives here when there was unchecked immigration from Europe.
lets all leave and go back where we came from.
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you can't be serious
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Michelle Malkin is as dark as anyone crossing the border; does she think she's an an aryan purist? I
don't get these minorities who promote race hatred on national television.
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No one has told her yet.
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Posted 11:56 AM on 04/30/2009
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I'm a Fan of grooveygrover

permalink

funny!!!
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